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To my father,
Michael Kent Pollock (1944-1993)
“I haven’t taken time lately to sit down
and write,” your letter begins.
I have, Dad. Thanks to you.
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There are two tragedies in life.
One is to lose your heart’s desire.
The other is to gain it.
George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman

Thanks be to God, who in Christ always leads us
in triumphal procession, and through us spreads
the fragrance of the knowledge of him
everywhere. . . .Who is sufficient
for these things?
2 Corinthians 2:14, 16

Foreword

Of all the topics a Christian writer could take up in a land of

plenty, you might think the last thing her audience would need is
a book touting desire. Today’s blaring headlines—on prime ministers’ sex scandals, Wall Street Ponzi schemes, or the more
mundane effects of materialism and gluttony—suggest that what
our society needs most is self-control, not license to listen to our
yearnings. As soon as sin-bent humans utter “I want,” it seems, we
open a door through which floods only personal and societal harm.
But what if “I want” trips off our tongues as easily as breath?
What if, despite all the ways desire has been perverted and corroded
down through human history, God actually made us for it?
Desire has been enjoying somewhat of a renaissance in theological circles. With his 2009 book, Desiring the Kingdom: Worship,
Worldview, and Cultural Formation, philosopher James K. A. Smith
challenged a Christian culture that casts discipleship as a dreary
matter of thinking right thoughts and acting accordingly. On the
contrary, says Smith, humans are “desiring agents,” guided in life
not by what we believe but by what we love. The business of following Christ, then, is about reorienting our loves and desires
toward his kingdom. We need not just be convinced of Christ. We
need to be captivated by him.
All well and good, and certainly in line with the most founda-
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tional theologian of Western thought, Augustine of Hippo. His Confessions opens with a statement of resonant, holy desire: “You have
made us for yourself, O Lord, and our hearts are restless until they
rest in you.” C. S. Lewis went as far as to say (in his essay “The
Weight of Glory”) that if anything, our desires are not too strong
but too weak, and that what God really wants to give us is infinite
joy, a “holiday at the sea,” his very self.
Really? God wants to give us joy? God desires to satisfy the
deepest, most elemental aspects of our thirsty souls? When the sins
and sufferings of our lives keep us aching and let down, how do we
muster the courage to believe this?
With the book before you, Jen Pollock Michel has offered a practical theology of desire, a richly narrative exploration of longing.
She bravely traces the moments of her life, and the lives of other
women, in which “I want” seems a dangerous thing to utter before
God. And she plants readers in the rich tradition of the Lord’s
Prayer, which allows us to both name our desires and let them be
reoriented by the love and holiness of Christ.
It is appropriate, in only a providential way, that I am writing the
introduction to Jen’s book. The first time Jen and I met in person
was in the summer of 2012, when Jen was visiting family in the
Chicago suburbs. Jen had been writing for a website that I was
editing, and at the time, desire was fresh on my heart and mind. In
a couple hours over breakfast, I had detailed how a recent personal
dream had fallen through the cracks and left me bereft. I had
wrongly assumed that a beautiful and accomplished writer raising
five children who speak French would not know of such things. As
it turns out, to live on this earth means to know about desire dashed.
If you are reading this book, chances are you know about it too.
Perhaps you desire something you have been afraid to name because it might set you up for more disappointment. Perhaps you
can’t name your desire because it seems selfish. (Christian women,
in particular, may fall prey to the belief that asking, “What do I
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want?” is to neglect the holy responsibilities of family and ministry.)
Perhaps you never thought that God intended his followers to
desire, or that he desires you.
Amid these fears and hesitations, dear reader, I hope that with
Teach Us to Want, Jen has modeled for you a boldness to name and
voice your desires. To let God mold and recast them in the fires of his
love and good purposes for you. To know that many others walk in
the valley between what is longed for and what is realized. To say, with
Christ, “thy will be done” with trust, confidence and, ultimately, joy.
Katelyn Beaty
Managing Editor, Christianity Today

1

Afraid to Want
Fear

It was the voice of God I was hearing. He who had named light

and sky, sun and moon, male and female, the very same God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob whispered my name one hot July day as
I overlooked a lake in northern Ohio.
Jen.
I was sixteen—
And God is as close as this story.

A Prodigal’s Tale
More than twenty years ago, God said my name, and I presumed to
recognize his voice. He asked me three questions, and I remember
them as insistent curiosities rolling like waves and breaking gently
against my prodigal life. Thinking it strange to be questioned by
God, I would later learn that this is God’s way. He meets and unmasks with questions.
Where are you headed?
What do you want?
Will you follow?
The kind of debauchery which, for most, requires the better part
of a decade or, at the very least, a four-year university experience, I
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accomplished between the ages of fourteen and sixteen. More than
once I had ended up drunk in unfamiliar places and unfamiliar
arms. More than once I had stumbled through the front door after
curfew to meet the stony face of my father. Too young to buy cigarettes, I had regrets free of charge.
Where are you headed?
I grew up in a pew. As a little girl, I used
Too young
to buy cigarettes,
to wonder when my dangling legs would
I had regrets free
stretch long enough to touch the floor. I
of charge.
was six when I learned to sing from a
hymnal, seven when I knelt with my
mother beside my bed and prayed to ask Jesus to be my Savior. I
meant those words. Several years later I was baptized. But at the age
of thirteen, when our family moved to another state, I grew out of
sermons and hymns, pews and crinkled Sunday school papers—
much like a little girl grows out of her tap shoes.
What you do you want?
I planned for my prodigal return much later—at thirty maybe,
when the sum total of adult obligations would tether me to the
conditions of a holy life. I greeted repentance like a ship on the
horizon of the future and believed I could sovereignly determine
its anchoring. But the prodigal return came earlier than projected
—at sixteen, at summer camp. It sounds terrifically cliché, but I
don’t suppose any of us decides our come-to-Jesus moment. We
don’t get to plan our Damascus road conversions.
Will you follow?
Yes.
I said yes to Jesus, got saved, if you will, by good Baptist standards, assuming, of course, that the earlier prayer by my bedside
didn’t take. It was a conversion rather spectacular by high school
standards, especially when I stopped sleeping with my boyfriend.
My friends were soon calling me “Church Lady,” and even I stood
astounded at the changes that happened inwardly. Jesus was pal-
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pably close, prayer honest and real. These were my new, consoling
realities. Still, I couldn’t shake an apprehension that strangled.
I would let go and fall far from the rescue of grace.
The nightmares began. If the beasts of
We don’t get to
temptation could be tamed in the daylight
plan our Damascus
(my boyfriend and I managed to date anroad conversions.
other year with no more intimacy than a
kiss), they stalked my subconscious at night,
as lurid scenes played behind my eyes. Hell was scared out of me. And
unwilling to risk my chances of recidivism, I learned quickly to do
whatever it took to keep my White Knight Jesus from disappearing.
Promises.
I made promises to mute and mistrust anything that fell outside
the bounds of my carefully defined categories of good. I stripped from
my vocabulary the language of desire. It was, of course, what I had to
blame for all the trouble I had gotten myself into in the first place.
Get thee to a nunnery.

Missionary Misadventure
In college, a team of five of us traveled for an eight-week mission
trip to the southern edge of the Sahara where the road, quite literally, ended. We were not far from the fabled city of Timbuktu, a
city we all knew to mean the edge of civilization. In the concrete
brick house where we would spend our summer, the days were
swallowed in the heat of the African sun and the never-ending job
of fetching water. We were the guests of an African doctor and his
wife, both well-educated Ghanaians. They had relinquished career,
leaving behind even their small children, to assume their medical
mission work in Mali. They were the heroes.
Every morning, we would gather in the courtyard. Seated on
wooden benches and shaded by a thatched canopy overhead, we
huddled around the missionary doctor, who would settle his glasses
on his nose and open his Bible. Every morning, day after day, we
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would hear it preached in one form or another: Suffer for Jesus’ sake.
We would absorb those words so deeply into our psyches that one
night, when I lay awake beside my teammate who tossed in her
sleep, I heard her murmuring into the humid night air, “Suffer for
Jesus’ sake, suffer for Jesus’ sake.”
I was beginning to confidently believe that the only way of discerning what God wanted me to do was, in every case, to find the
path that seemed least desirable and most difficult. There and only
there could I be assured to find God’s will. Surrender would always
be hard; obedience would always feel grueling. Was it not Jesus,
who told his disciples plainly, “Whoever wants to be my disciple
must deny themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me”
(Luke 9:23 niv)? It was easy to conclude that desire was an impediment to faith, a detour from holiness. The trap of self-interest.

Impromptu Scenes
It’s not yet 6 a.m., and I am ticking my lists, remembering what it is
I cannot forget to do, wondering just how it is that I will get it all
done. I add mayonnaise to the mental grocery list and feel life breathe
hard and hot on my neck. I am the mother of five young children
who has spent the last twelve years meeting life with a fair amount
of grit and efficiency, building for myself the impenetrable reputation
of getting things done. Five babies, putting a husband through
graduate school, a short season of homeschooling, all while clinging
wildly to the desire to write: the responsibilities have heaped like
piles of laundry and sat heavy on my chest while the sun sleeps.
Are they all yours?
After twin boys were added to our family six years ago, strangers
began stopping to ask us this question. Even now, they count the straggling parade of kids—one, two, three, four, FIVE? Their eyes widen.
How old are you?
Without proper introduction, these strangers are giving me the
once-over, as if I have just paid them two dollars at the county fair
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to guess my age. I begin pointing to grey hairs and patting the parts
of my body that jiggle, assuring them that indeed I am almost forty.
Was this planned?
That’s another story altogether, one I don’t usually retell as I
stand in line waiting to pay for my groceries.
We are the family who has given away the crib, the car seat, and
all of our fat-handled silverware. Enthusiastically, we are ridding
our house of the remnants of babyhood. Our three young children,
six, four and three, are meeting their milestones: the youngest is
potty-trained, the oldest has just finished kindergarten. That
summer, we take our first family trip to Disney World. In the fall, I
plan to go back to graduate school. But the fatigue and nausea I pick
up in Disney lingers on in the weeks after our return.
I should have suspected something more than the unbearable
Florida heat when I began refusing my ritual cup of morning coffee.
I might have wondered why, every afternoon in Disney, I routinely
collapsed with the children in our hotel room, sleeping with them
until almost dinnertime.
In July I learn that I am pregnant. And meet this news with no
celebratory cheer, no whoop of joy, no ecstatic shout of praise. I am
sullen and silent. For several weeks, I walk past my Bible in the
mornings, pick up the paper instead. I cannot pray. I am not grateful.
I despise that I have been treated like a token on a Monopoly board.
Do not pass go. Do not collect 200 dollars.
How do I admit—to anyone—the crushing disappointment this
pregnancy is to me? How do I reconcile the numbing depression I
feel with what I know to be ultimately true about children—that
they are a blessing?
I commiserate how quickly my body begins to change. “There
have got to be two in there!” I tell my husband at seven weeks, eight
weeks, watching with shocked horror as my belly distends almost
immediately upon the surprise news that I am pregnant. “There
have got to be two in there!” I tell my doctor at my first office visit,
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but he paternally pats my arm, breaking to me the rather obvious
news that this is my fourth baby.
“You will be getting bigger earlier,” he reassures, although not before
agreeing to schedule an ultrasound to soothe my panicked nerves.
The day of the appointment, I leave my children at a friend’s
house and arrive at the hospital irritable and water-logged. Finally,
I am called back into a darkened room and, once inside, dutifully
settle myself onto the table. (I’ve done this before.) As the first
image registers, the technician smiles broadly.
“Is this your first ultrasound?” she asks, the screen’s image visible
only to her.
“Uh-huh,” I murmur unenthusiastically.
“Do you have other children?”
“Three, actually.”
The quick and routine appointment I have imagined turns out
to be neither quick nor routine. The technician plods along like a
child distracted by the day’s butterflies and ant brigades. She takes
painstakingly slow measurements, waving the wand back and forth,
railroading my distended abdomen, and stopping occasionally to
apply pressure, which inevitably increases my discomfort and the
need to pee. Her thoroughness is thoroughly unappreciated.
She never stops grinning. I watch and wonder. Does she share in
the secret joys of embryonic creation? Has she plunged beneath the
surface of the ordinary to find a hidden trove of miracle? I want
sympathetically to understand that marvel cannot be hurried, but
I am seized by the suspicion that she has been needlessly sizing not
just a baby but all of my internal organs. Hurry up, I silently scream.
“It will only be another couple of minutes,” she reassures. “Then
you’ll get to see your babies soon.”
Babies? Babies soon. Baby soon?
We didn’t plan to have five children. In truth, there have been
many godless moments of these past twelve years where I have
coveted a quieter life, the one where I’d be bookish and my house
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kept its order beyond breakfast. My own coming of age as a mother
has not always been as easy and as smooth as the seamless transition many of my friends seemed to have made.
It is also true that the book I read and treasured most from my
early childhood was a Little Golden Book titled My Little Mommy.
The golden-haired girl feeds her dolls their breakfast, wipes handprints from the door frames and sets up tea parties in the backyard.
Her husband is Bobby, and he drives a shiny blue car to work every
morning. A thousand times I would read that book, picturing
myself as that golden-haired girl who tucked her babies into bed
every night.
This is my house, and I am the mommy. My children are Annabelle,
Betsy and Bonnie.

Pleasures of Wordplay
Except for my brief flirtation with archaeology, I have always
wanted to be a writer. As a little girl, I was adrift in questions and
clinging to words, owing my love affair with words first to my
father, the poet, playwright and professor who raised me to love the
fun of wordplay. It was his idea of amusement to compose impromptu speeches with the words he would solicit from his children.
“Give me a word, any word. I’ll talk about it for two minutes.”
One day, thinking unusually hard, I searched for a word to stump
my father.
“Butter.”
Who knew that two minutes were so easily filled with the essential qualities of butter?
Loving words, I have always cherished books. Books have been
companions all my life. As a child, whatever book I read, I seemed
to reflexively choose for its company. Books have long been my
certainty, words the instinctual way I puzzle out the world. They
are the tools I take to my mysteries, as if by them I can carve up
who I am and where in this big world I find myself.
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I want to write. I am also a fixed point in my spinning sphere of
domesticity. There are lunches to pack, dinners to plan, socks to
pair. There are carpool obligations and clarinet lessons. My pressing
responsibilities as wife and mother will not be ignored. Neither,
however, will the petulance of writing be eternally put off. Like
Madeleine L’Engle, who reflects in Circle of Quiet about the inevitable tug-of-war between her artistic life and her domestic one, I
feel fragmented between my two lives, torn by a reflexive self-
recrimination when I want, even need, to create space for the quiet
work of reading and writing.
“I went through spasms of guilt because I spent so much time
writing,” writes L’Engle, “because I wasn’t like a good New England
housewife and mother. When I scrubbed the kitchen floor, the
family cheered. I couldn’t make decent pie crust. I always managed
to get something red in with the white laundry in the washing machine, so that everybody wore streaky pink underwear.”1
A year ago, our family rented an apartment in Montreal for the
month of July in order to practice our French. I had also enrolled
the children in a day camp for the first two weeks of our stay so that
I could have some intensive time to work on this book, which back
then, existed only in proposal form. After dropping them off early
(and leaving our youngest in a fit of sobs), I arrived early at Blanc
de Blanc every day, the neighborhood’s laundromat/café. I wrote for
hours, interrupting the thread of concentrated focus only to order
lunch: “pizza à la sauce Provençale avec oignons et épinards.” At the
end of two weeks, I had the majority of a book proposal completed,
and it was an extraordinary sense of accomplishment—muted,
however, every time my mother called to asked how the kids were
enjoying “day care.”

Holy Hesitations
As a mother with the will to write, I am plagued by self-doubt. Is
this work I do career? Is it hobby? Is it calling? I am driven to define
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what I am doing in an effort to categorize it, to label it, to locate it
on the map of good and bad, selfless and selfish. But I’ve realized
that my efforts meet and challenge this theology of desire with
which I’ve been stuck since my earliest days as a Christian, and I
can’t help but ask: am I really wrong to write because I want to?
Is it true that the hardest, least desirable choice is the most obviously holy? Is it true that personal desire must never be trusted?
Am I right to immediately incriminate ambition?
I am a woman who has struggled long with an inordinate fear of her
selfishness, a woman who has wanted a measure of certainty for finding
and following the will of God. I’ve needed a greater reassurance that if
I ever lean into my desires, I am not actually falling off a cliff.
Many, like me, imagine desire and faith in a boxing ring, facing off
like opponents. We don’t suppose both can be cheered at the same
time. At the end of the day, one will be left standing. The other will
fall. We easily dismiss desire, arguing that the goal of the Christian
life is obedience. Why promote desire? Doesn’t that necessarily put
us in the path of potential treachery? As my friend observed when I
told her I was writing a book about a theology of desire, we’re apt to
wonder, “Theology of desire? But isn’t that an oxymoron?”
Twenty years ago, as a newly reformed sixteen-year-old who had
We easily dismiss
just spent prom night playing house,
desire, arguing that
the goal of the ChrisI had reasons for mistrusting desire.
tian life is obedience.
But teen pregnancy wasn’t my only
reason for holding desire at arm’s
length. Didn’t desire keep Christians from the radical sacrifice
required for following Jesus? Weren’t missionaries and their commitment to total relinquishment an example we all must follow?
I surmised from my time as a college student in Africa that the
harder and more undesirable life was, the more eternally worthwhile and valuable. Following Jesus should be arduous, and difficulty was like a prophylactic against selfishness.
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These hesitations about desire are particular to my story, but they
represent a common struggle for many Christians. One doesn’t have
to be a mother or a writer or even a converted reprobate to recognize the inherent tensions of desire. How do we ever know when
desire isn’t the apple of self-actualizing promise leading us far from
God? Can it ever be possible to trust our own hearts?
The first catastrophic story of human rebellion against God was,
as an example, a case of wanting gone wrong. “So when the woman
saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the
eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took
of its fruit and ate” (Genesis 3:6). Adam and Eve had all they could
have ever needed, and yet it ceased to satisfy them. They reached past
God’s blessings and held out their hands for forbidden fruit. Shouldn’t
this serve as a lesson to all of us about the dangers of desire?
Not only do we want what God
has forbidden: we also want to be
Not only do we want
what God has forbidden:
God. Eve was persuaded to disobey
we also want to be God.
God when the serpent convinced her
that she could be like God, knowing
good and evil (v. 5). He called into question God’s prohibition to eat
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil: “You will not surely
die” (v. 4). The serpent affirmed the goodness of Eve’s self-sovereignty.
He heralded the wisdom by which she could rule her own life. What
need had she of God? Why not do as she pleased?
We have good reasons for giving up on this business of want. As
the third chapter of Genesis reveals, the pitfalls are real and our
wariness warranted. There are forces around us, willing us to wring
all the goodness we can out of life apart from God. Like Eve and like
Adam, we enjoy listening to them. It is easy, all too easy, to arrange
our lives in ways that titillate and convenience us, releasing us from
the obligations of obedience and altering the exacting claims of discipleship: “If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself and
take up his cross and follow me,” Jesus said. “For whoever would
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save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake will
find it. For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and
forfeits his soul?” (Matthew 16:24-26). We are right to ask:
What can it profit a woman to want?

Shadow of a Sword
“Why does everyone need to go to India to find herself?” my friend
wants to know.
She refers to the best-selling memoir I’ve just finished, a story
vastly different than my own and not one I commend as orthodoxy.
The writer is a pantheist and makes her spiritual journey through
the practices of yoga and meditation, which she learns during her
stay at an Indian ashram and an apprenticeship with a Balinese
witch doctor.
Her spiritual experiences fall far outside the bounds of evangelical Christianity, and her dual search for God and pleasure (Italy
being the first stop on the road to self-discovery) begins, to my
chagrin, with an interminable and messy divorce. She and her
husband of six years had been fighting about many things, not the
least of which was whether or not to have a child. The author did
not want this. It. The baby, I mean. She had met her thirtieth
birthday with the knotted dread that motherhood and its imposed
sacrifices were lurking around life’s next corner.
I met thirty swollen with my third child.
Galaxies of doctrinal space and other obvious dissimilarities
stand between this divorcée shirking motherhood as if it were an
infectious disease, and me, the woman people approach incredulously at the grocery store to ask the question—“Are they all yours?”
But her memoir is devoted to a question I find interesting: is it
possible to be fully alive to the world of pleasure and at the same
time remain fully devoted to God? The first section records the
four months the author spends in Rome in her pursuit of pleasure.
There is pasta and wine and twenty-three pounds to show for her
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successful initiation into the world of decadent living. Four
months she ignores her practices of meditation, but in her estimation, it’s four good months of healing from heartbreak and
chronic depression. Like a beast freed from its burden and roaming
at will to accept any of the world’s endless invitations, she throws
off her yoke of accumulated responsibilities and leaves home to
find happiness.
The author shares her own wrestle with self-doubt and fears of
selfishness. Her husband had accused her of selfishly wanting their
marriage to end. She had recriminated herself for not wanting to
bear children. “I hadn’t even had the babies yet, and I was already
neglecting them, already choosing myself over them. I was already
a bad mother.”2 I suppose if it’s true, as Virginia Woolf has said, that
the shadow of the sword falls across a woman’s life, this author had
comfortably stepped beyond it.
Like the story of this memoir writer, the literary examples of
women tangled in the tension between happiness and holiness are
many: Anna Karenina falls in love with Vronsky and divorces her
husband. She never realizes her happiness and eventually commits
suicide by throwing herself in front of a train. Emma Bovary is
bored with her husband and life in the country. She has multiple
affairs, all ending badly, and poisons herself, dying a slow and agonizing death. Lily Bart, the beautiful, unmarried protagonist of
Edith Wharton’s novel House of Mirth, once compared herself to
another woman—“She likes being good, and I like being happy.”3
Bart pursues a marriageable match with a wealthy man, only to die
penniless and alone. We read these as the cautionary tales of desire.

Measure of Virtue
I have wanted to believe that desire is bad, that I am bad for wanting.
Suffer for Jesus’ sake. But this I can now admit: this has not always
been the heroism I once thought. Often, it has been a damnable
project of self-salvation.
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At the core of every project of self-salvation is the staunch unwillingness to believe that God’s love and forgiveness can be unmerited. Those who would try and save themselves prefer work to
rest, effort to gift. Instead of receiving the free gift of grace, they
wear themselves out trying to earn what has been given in Christ.
They will insist upon working for the goodness they receive from
God. It produces the sweat equity of works-righteousness: the
wages of death (see Romans 6:23).
We are each bred with this common resistance to grace. It is
never easy to live as the indebted. Kant was an eighteenth-century
philosopher who extolled work as more virtuous than rest or
leisure. “According to Kant, the moral law by definition is opposed
to natural inclination. It is simply part of the nature of things that
the Good is difficult and that the voluntary effort put into forcing
oneself to do something becomes the standard for moral goodness.
The more difficult thing must be the higher Good,” writes German
philosopher Josef Pieper, in summary of Kantian thought.4
To Kant, then, I might owe some of my hesitations about desire.
Like Kant, I have been enamored by the moral goodness of work. It’s
been a longstanding love affair with striving, with effort. And because
I love work, I need to insist that desire must necessarily be wrong on
the basis that is it easy and something to which I am naturally inclined. I shouldn’t allow myself to do and to have the things I want
because that wouldn’t be difficult enough to be virtuous.
Thomas Aquinas, a philosopher who lived long before Kant,
could have rescued me from this misunderstanding of desire, which
has no clear biblical basis. “The essence of virtue consists more in
the Good than in the Difficult,” wrote Aquinas. Pieper makes the
distinction between Aquinas’s thought and Kant’s:
The Middle Ages had something to say about virtue that will
be hard for us, fellow countrymen of Kant, to understand.
And what was this? That virtue makes it possible for us . . .
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to master our natural inclinations? No. That is what Kant
would have said, and we all might be ready to agree. What
Thomas says, instead, is that virtue perfects us so that we can
follow our natural inclinations in the right way. Yes, the
highest realizations of moral goodness are known to be such
precisely in this: that they take place effortlessly because it is
of their essence to arise from love.5
Aquinas did not suggest, as Kant may have, that we overcome our
natural inclinations (desires) in order to be virtuous. He illustrated
that virtue, by definition, could be measured by the degree to which
our desires inclined themselves toward good.
According to Aquinas, effort may not be the best measure of
virtue. We aren’t necessarily doing best when striving most. In fact,
when it becomes more and more effortless to do all the difficult
things God requires of us (love our enemies, lay down our freedoms,
give generously), this may be the truest measure of our spiritual
transformation. When we love and give and serve without reluctance or resentment, pride and self-congratulatory impulses, when
we delight in doing the will of God (and feel less and less oppositional pull), this increasing “effortlessness” indicates a growing congruence between our desires and God’s. God is at work in us, “both
to will and to work for his good pleasure” (Philippians 2:13). Our
desires are being transformed—and we are being formed into Christ.
Coming easier to our obedience means coming into holiness.

Re-formation: Sola Gratia
We simply can’t ignore desire. Like a
heartbeat, desire pulses steadily in the
backdrop of our lives. We may not always
be aware of the work desire is doing, and
yet it provides much of the necessary energy on which we rely. We
get out of bed, go to work, get to the gym, marry (or not), have
Coming easier to
our obedience
means coming
into holiness.
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babies (or not), write books—follow Jesus—because in some
measure, we want to.
Desire is primal: to be human is to want. Consider that wanting
is the earliest language we learn. As infants, when we’re yet incapable of forming words on our tongue, we’re infinitely good at
knowing what we want—and, for that matter, getting it. And if
desire is as innate as I describe, it means
that wanting, as part of the human expeDesire is primal:
to be human is
rience, is not to be rejected but embraced. I
to want.
don’t mean to say that we should model our
lives of wanting on the red-faced screaming
of a baby who’s hungry, needs her diaper changed or has lost her
pacifier, which her mother, on the basis of principle, refuses to
retrieve. There are better ways of communicating and healthier
means of expression.
The gospel of Jesus Christ meets our holy hesitations about
desire, without eliminating the tension or minimizing the dangers,
yet suggesting it can be reformed. Though we can indeed want in
ways that go tragically wrong, in the words of the apostle Paul, we
are “buried with [Christ] by baptism into death, in order that, just
as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, we
too might walk in newness of life” (Romans 6:4). Might not this
newness of life include a newness of desire?
The renewal of our desires is indeed the bold promise of the
new covenant: the law of God will be written on our hearts (see
Jeremiah 31:33), and we will want God. What the Mosaic law
was powerless to do—to change the human heart—the new covenant, poured out for us in the blood of Christ, will achieve. It
will finally grant us a real and obedient willingness to be God’s
people. “I will give them one heart, and a new spirit I will put
within them,” God promised the prophet Ezekiel. “I will remove
the heart of stone from their flesh and give them a heart of flesh,
that they may walk in my statutes and keep my rules and obey
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them. And they shall be my people, and I will be their God”
(Ezekiel 11:19-20).
Before the Israelites entered the Promise Land after their forty
years of wilderness wandering, Moses stood before them and renewed their covenant with God. He read aloud the law and reminded the people of their duty to obey this God who had delivered
them out of slavery. “We will hear and do it,” was their full-hearted
response to the law (Deuteronomy 5:27). Loudly, energetically, the
people of Israel declared that they would be God’s people—in heart,
soul, mind and strength.
But no sooner than Moses’ successor Joshua had died, and the
elders of his generation had died too, were the people reneging on
their promises. Is it any wonder that God had groaned for their
faithfulness long before their rebellion: “Oh, that their hearts would
be inclined to fear me and to keep all my commands always!” (Deuteronomy 5:29 niv). God had foreseen the sin of his people and the
suffering their sin would produce. He longed for the transformation
of their hearts’ desires.
But no matter his goodness to them, no matter how many times
he forgave their sin, the people of Israel were forever a wandering
people, “a people laden with iniquity, offspring of evildoers,
children who deal corruptly!” bemoaned the prophet Isaiah in the
face of exile, undone by the treachery of his own people (Isaiah 1:4).
“O Lord, why do you make us wander from your ways and harden
our heart, so that we fear you not?” Isaiah cried aloud (63:17). He
was praying for the rescue of Israel. God, save us from our wandering desires! Lord, redeem us from our impulse to leave you and
love another! Make us faithful, Father!
And like all prayers that beseech the mercy of God, that prayer
for rescue was finally and fully answered in the form of the Suffering
Servant, whom God sent, Jesus Christ: “All we like sheep have gone
astray; we have turned—every one—to his own way; and the Lord
has laid on him the iniquity of us all” (Isaiah 53:6). Jesus Christ was
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wounded for our faithless desires. He was crushed for our wandering affections. And upon him was the punishment for every heart
of stone. We—even our desires—are saved because he was bruised.
And God is as close as this story.

Let there be light. God speaks, and the world illuminates, birthing
a prince and a planet. He blesses them. These are the words of divine
desire, our great Creator at his canvas. Every word is a brushstroke.
He calls into being the world because he wants to. Desire is the good
and beautiful momentum behind the artistry of Genesis 1. Let there
be light. No compelling obligation stands behind these words, no
shrugging sense of duty, only the heartbeat of heaven and the desire
of God for humanity.
But we do not attend the words of God long. We cannot hold
ourselves to heeding his words, hell-bent as we are on another
voice. Did God really say? In some small garden long ago, a coup is
mounted against the words of God.
I am Adam.
But the God of the canvas, the God of the planet and of the
prince, does not and cannot relent the words of his wooing. His Son,
too, is hell-bent, and the Father takes for himself a people, willing
to bless them and make them his.
I, too, am Abraham.
Jen.
I was sixteen.
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Reflection Questions
At the end of each chapter, you are invited to reflect more personally
on the ideas the author explores. Consider writing your thoughts
in a journal—and then sharing them with a trusted friend.
1. Do you allow yourself to want? Why or why not?
2. When has your obedience to Christ felt most difficult and most
effortless? What made the difference?
3. How does your own story with God begin? And where is that
salvation now taking you?

